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Redesign your business around your passion, values your strengths and turn your business 

into a lucrative profitable business. 

Formula for making more money and having more freedom in your business – 12 step 

formula trial and error - Simplicity and prosperity freedom and fulfillment - Mistakes 

1. Small Vision and Small Goals 

a. Thinking too small and getting to develop a big compelling vision and clear strategy  

to think bigger   be a market leader  - coaches can step up into a leadership role to 

change the role – vision comes had a big vision kept it small as did not know how to 

reach this vision – not taking a leadership role this is by getting clear and your 

mission and purposed;  

b. Often need to revisit to see what is possible for your business and in general; your 

life  

c. Play a bigger game and have a bigger vision 

d. Impossible to do it alone 

2. Strengths and Expertise 

a. Many women are not clear on what their strengths and expertise are; it is important 

to get really clear on what your are good at;  what you love  to do and what you do 

best; self reflection work; to base your business on this; only way it will be success 

“branding your brilliance” 

3. Choosing a Niche Market in Area of Specialty 

a. Micro niche even more narrow as now with everyone using the internet and being 

more global – able t target more narr4owly as have to now as so many in the 

competition as it is hard to stand out, but you can stand out in a smaller niche (a 

target audience and solution have a good chance to standing out ) locally or 

nationally a niche that is underserved so where my strengths and services that are 

not yet met; maybe your area of expertise can fill the gap; “filling the gap”  when 
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you can start filling in the gap; this is where you can start charging higher fees the 

premium pricing; target your market more specifically 

4. Planning Your Lifestyle First 

a. Not only when you are working on a marketing plan or marketing strategy we 

encourage women to work on a lifestyle plan  - a lot of us want the freedom and 

lifestyle; vision long term where you want to be living; life like; where you want to 

travel build this into vacations; time off;  ‘Make money in going to Italy Plan” 

incorporate lifestyle first; build business to suit our lifestyle 

5. High Productivity Habits and Health Care Strategies 

a. Focusing on profit producing activities; keeping focus on what is going to be profit; 

some of its is content development that is not always important; focus on what is 

most important; daily things we are doing to build our business; first things first…. 

6. Involving Partners in Growth Plan 

a. To consider having others as part of the business growth plan.  It is almost always 

impossible to achieve growth without the assistance of others;  that big vision; all by 

yourself rarely happens; could be a mastermind group; coaching buddy; success 

partner someone you are checking in with; someone that would support you to 

meet deadlines; could be writing partners; involving others into current plan; you 

can create your own mastermind team; to really support each; joint venture 

partners; referral partner to involve others; try to do it all by yourself will only take 

your so far, and will not take you to the levels you want to get to. 

7. Building a Community of Raving Fans 

a. It is not enough to just grow your list; I have heard many that it is important to grow 

your data base list to market too; now with social networking; need to think as a 

community your are growing not just a list; working with people who love you do 

and inspire you to do the best work; not just a list that you are sending information  

too. Mindset shift 

8. A Business Model 1:1 to 1: Many 

a. Making more money and having more freedom; working on 1:1 delivering service in 

person or paid by the hour; paid by time; shift thinking to deliver more service one 

to many;  to groups;  delivering a workshop; talk or speech.  

b.  Education marketing making this primary business making strategy where you are 

educating the market through social media  - Primary building strategy with 

education not just information; all link in together market with niche chance to  

build a community; being a resource for them; understanding what make them tick 

their challenges etc  Become a trusted advisor which make selling effortless 

9. Developing a Success Mindset 

a. Limiting beliefs and fears; things that hold us back from achieving success and 

financial abundance that we really want; mental shifts that we need to make to get 

over the $6 figure; reaching certain plateaus; to get through these; is often a mental 

shirt; look at what is holding us back; could be resistance;  releasing some of the 

limits that hold us back and surrounding yourself with other successful people like 

minded in a mastermind group or coaching group each inspire others 
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10. Growing a Team of Support 

a. Leverage your time; freedom need to leverage strengths time and abilities; start 

small; grow; bookkeeping house work; things that draining our energy when not the 

best when doing it.  Nature bring 

apprentice coach etc. higher rates to manage some of the workload; different way 

for people to support you;

11. Automating and Systematic the 

a. System in place for attracting clients; generating leads;  marketi

processing; not to make it too complex; follow up system with prospect; networking 

event ; a way to follow up someone; a card or email; do ever time and is repeatable; 

payment systems; automate 

12. Building Products that Will 

a. Trading time for money to value for money; document anything you do repeatable 

capture in e-book; audio program; information products; real business rather than 

just a practice; building up assts and multiple streams of income; recurring income 

whether present or not; homestudy course; audio;

people active 
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upport Staff That You Can Delegate To 

everage your time; freedom need to leverage strengths time and abilities; start 

small; grow; bookkeeping house work; things that draining our energy when not the 

best when doing it.  Nature bring on creative people or outsource data entry; 

apprentice coach etc. higher rates to manage some of the workload; different way 

support you; 

ystematic the Process 

System in place for attracting clients; generating leads;  marketing payment 

processing; not to make it too complex; follow up system with prospect; networking 

event ; a way to follow up someone; a card or email; do ever time and is repeatable; 

payment systems; automate – templates; exercises; emails 

ill Receive Passive Income  

Trading time for money to value for money; document anything you do repeatable 

book; audio program; information products; real business rather than 

just a practice; building up assts and multiple streams of income; recurring income 

sent or not; homestudy course; audio; video – small amount to get 
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everage your time; freedom need to leverage strengths time and abilities; start 

small; grow; bookkeeping house work; things that draining our energy when not the 

on creative people or outsource data entry; 

apprentice coach etc. higher rates to manage some of the workload; different way 

ng payment 

processing; not to make it too complex; follow up system with prospect; networking 

event ; a way to follow up someone; a card or email; do ever time and is repeatable; 

Trading time for money to value for money; document anything you do repeatable 

book; audio program; information products; real business rather than 

just a practice; building up assts and multiple streams of income; recurring income 

small amount to get 


